Manual Ruler General Tips
• Search by patient medical record number (MRN)
• Adjust "clinical range" to the specific 24-hour study period ( _/_/_ 00:01 -23: 59) o Print all new, unique information accumulated during the study period. Before collecting reports, notes, etc, confirm that the clinical date range matches the 24-hour study period.
• 
General Data Cleaning Rules
• All patient identifiers (MRN, date of birth, etc) must be deleted. The font/general appearance of the document does not matter as long as all information/characters and digits are included • For documents printed and scanned from electronic records, all unrelated footers must be deleted (ie, printed by J.Smith on _/_/_) o If you scan make sure to delete repeated column headers (headers that only appear once in the record but print multiple times) • For scanned records, delete all random characters as well as any side bars and menus • For electronic records, text that gets scanned as an image will not be included in the bit-count and needs to be retyped
Documents and Diagnostic Studies
This section is easy to copy/paste
• Change the date range to include only notes in a limited time frame • Using the "perform time" at the bottom of the page, copy and paste notes performed at the time (do not use the time written on the note; it does not always reflect when the note was created only when the procedure/visit happened) • It is useful to double check dates 2 to 3 days before and after to see if the perform dates match the time frame (unfortunately, manually we do not always get this perfect) • If you notice something was modified at a different date/time, you can check to see if there is an addendum during the time frame-in which case include the addendum (again this is not always perfect manually) • If a note within the time frame has an addendum added later, do not include the addendum • Scanned documents should be counted (how many are there?) but do not get included in complexity count because there is no way to automatically count them • Ignore everything in hierarchy corrections folder
Copy and paste the whole note into Microsoft Word
• • We did not know to choose "correct admit," "show new orders," or "check history" trail. We just included items on the screen with corresponding dates. We reinvented a lot for this section. For "ICU notes" sections, delete links to documents but not one-word answers
Flow Sheets
• Count the number of "dates/times" that are only associated with data from excluded sections and delete that many from the list of dates/times on top.
Note from a previous version of the Complexity Ruler:
• Previously, we clicked specialty views and specialty views "ins and outs" and change the date and print both screens. Did not know to change view. A lot of reinvention occurred here as well. 
